
INSTRUCTOR COURSE QUALITY CHECKLIST 

Minimum Requirements 

The Bible Study School for Dummies by Dummies has minimum and recommended standards 

for courses on our platform. 

Any course developed should follow the general mission, vision, and values of our ministry. 

A Complete Course Landing Page Has: 

 A well-written course title. (An admin will assign a course number during review.) 

 A well-written course description with the purpose of the course. 

 A credible and complete instructor bio with profile picture. 

 A high-quality course image. 

 A well-written list of included materials. 

 A well-written list of required materials. 

 Clear course objectives that are easy to understand. 

A Complete Course Has: 

 A Course Introduction & Outline (or Syllabus) 

 Instructor Contact Information & Course Completion Requirements 

 Clear explanation of grading process. 

 List of provided resources & tools. 

 At least 3 separate topics (lectures). 

 Each topic should contain at least 1 lesson. 

 Each topic should contain video content. (Min. HD quality 720p) 

 Audio that is properly synced to video. 

 Audio quality that is not distracting to students. 

 Each topic should contain at least 1 quiz.  

 Valuable educational/academic content from credible sources.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://windhavenministry.org/2020/05/18/mission-vision-goals/


Recommended 

Professionalism 

When students pay for a digital product, they tend to expect a certain level of professional 

material.  

HD video is now a universal expectation. Beyond that, student’s ability to see what’s on screen 

directly impacts the quality of their learning experience. 

Students expect you to know what you are talking about. Written lectures need to include proper 

formatting, grammar, punctuation, etc. Make sure you clearly enunciate your words when 

recording video and pause to emphasize important points. Maintain a professional and 

straightforward speaking style (with very few "filler words" like umm or ahh).  

Good delivery includes:  

 Straightforward speaking style with very few “umms” and “ahhs”  

 Enthusiastic and energetic tone of voice. Recording equipment can strip some energy 

from your performance --aim to deliver a little more enthusiasm than usual  

 Clear pronunciation of words and use of pauses to emphasize important points 

Good Audio Has: 

 No background noises or hums (usually comes from electronics, appliances, 

environmental noise, and mic setup issues) 

 Little to no echo (usually comes from undampened hard surfaces in your recording space 

or from recording in too big a space) 

 No distracting “popping” sounds on “p” and “t” sounds (not all voices and mics have this 

problem, but if you do, a pop filter helps) 

 Adequate base volume that comes out of both headphone buds 

Good Video Quality is: 

 In HD, 720p or 1080p with 16:9 aspect ratio  

 Clear, not blurry, so students can see you and your learning material easily  

 Steady, not shaky 

 Well-framed and zoomed-in appropriately so students can easily follow along with 

what’s on screen 

 Well-lit and free of distractions in the video frame, so that it looks like you took a few 

minutes to tidy up and present yourself in a friendly and professional light 

 

 



Clear & Compelling Marketing 

 What skills they will learn in your course. Start your course goals with strong action 

words that complete the sentence, “At the end of the course, you will be able to…”  

 Who the course is made for. Use descriptors such as level, industry, and learning intent to 

differentiate your target student. Saying your course is for “everyone” really means it’s 

for no one.  

 What kind of experience you’ll provide. A 2-3 minute promo video gives students a taste 

of your teaching style. We recommend summarizing the goals of the course and sharing 

what’s exciting and different about your course, so that students feel more confident in 

their purchase decision.  

 That it’s good value for the money. Your course price should be comparable to other 

courses in similar topics, length of content, and style of teaching. If it’s priced differently, 

explain why.  

 What key lectures will cover. Lecture descriptions add a layer of polish to your course 

curriculum and can make students more confident in their purchase decision. 

 


